Abstract
where A n is a mixing matrix specific to subject n. The sources S might represent formulation is that it is conceptually and computationally straightforward. PCs 143 can be discarded from the initial PCAs, so as to control dimensionality and limit 144 overfitting effects (next section).
145
The variances of the summary components (the columns of Y) reflect the de-146 gree to which temporal patterns are shared between data matrices ( variances of all SCs are one (Fig. 3 a) . If a component is shared by all N data 150 matrices, the norm of the first SC is N (Fig. 3 d) . For data matrices with a small 151 number of samples, spurious correlations may cause the variance profile to be 152 skewed (Fig. 3 b) . In real data, shared activity often shows up as components with 153 variance elevated relative to this background (Fig. 3 c) . 
162
Dealing with data matrices with more channels than samples. CCA fails if 163 the data matrices have fewer samples than channels (T ≤ d), as is typically the 164 case for fMRI or calcium imaging data for which there are many more voxels or 165 pixels than observation samples (Asendorf, 2015) . A simple solution is to replace 166 each data matrix X n (size T × d) by a matrixX n of size T ×T withT < T 167 columns that capture the principal temporal patterns spanned by X n . This can be 168 done by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) to express the data as
and settingX n =Ů whereŮ consists of the firstT columns of U. Since theX n 170 have more samples than channels there is no obstacle to applying MCCA to them.
171
This sequence of operations can be represented by a set of transform matrices data matrices include that component (Fig. 3) . The profile of variances over SCs 184 thus offers a measure of "sharedness" between data matrices (but see Caveats).
185
Summarizing a set of data matrices. The first few columns of Y = n Y n 186 represent temporal patterns that capture most of the correlation across data ma-187 trices X n . They form a basis of the signal subspace that contains those shared 188 patterns.
189
Denoising. Each data matrix X n may be denoised by projecting it to the over- The methods are evaluated using six datasets, including synthetic data, EEG, and 209 fMRI.
210
Example 1 -sinusoidal target in separable noise. Synthetic data for this ex- (Fig. 4 , left) multiplied by a 1 × 10 mixing matrix with random coefficients.
216
The target was the same for all data matrices, but the mixing matrices differed, as 
252
Two analyses were performed on these data to try to extract the cortical re-
253
sponse to the 1 kHz tone from the background EEG noise. In the first, repetition 
257
This resulted in a set of 10 analysis matrices of size 64 × 30, one for each subject.
258
In the second analysis, MCCA was applied, using 30 PCs from each subject in the 259 first PCA, resulting in 10 subject-specific analysis matrices of size 64 × 300.
260
For each subject, the first column of the JD analysis matrix defines the best 
266
The same data were also used in a recent study on the application of CCA to 267 speech/EEG decoding (de Cheveigné et al., 2018). We borrowed the data from 268 the first study, and the decoding methods and evaluation metrics from the second,
269
with the purpose of evaluating the benefit of introducing a denoising stage based 270 on MCCA before the speech/EEG decoding stage.
271
In brief, EEG data were recorded from 8 subjects using a 128-channel BioSemi analysis, data for each subject were averaged over repeats and organized as a 310 matrix X n of 165 sounds × 6309 voxels (voxels from both hemispheres were 311 used, and voxels outside a subject-specific region of interest that included primary 312 and secondary auditory cortex were set to zero). In this analysis we are interested 313 in finding particular profiles of response over sounds (for example speech vs non-314 speech, or music vs non-music) and also the brain areas associated with such 315 profiles in each subject.
316
As there are more "channels" (voxels) than samples (T < d), an SVD was used 317 as described in the Methods and the first 10 dimensions were used for MCCA. The 318 columns ofX n are white so the first PCA can be dispensed of. MatricesX n were 319 concatenated and subjected to the second-step PCA of the MCCA algorithm, and 320 the 15 first columns (arbitrary number) of the SC matrix were selected as a basis 321 spanning the profiles over sounds that were most similar across subjects.
322
To find profiles specific to particular sound categories (e.g. speech, music, 
Results

331
The MCCA method is evaluated first with synthetic data to get an understanding 332 of its basic properties and capabilities, and then with real EEG and MEG data to 333 see whether these extend to situations of practical use. that matrix is unknown.
344
MCCA applied to the dataset produced projection matrices V n that recover 345 the target from X n (Fig. 4 right) . This benefit is similar to that of methods that shows the proportion of residual noise for the ideal demixing matrix (yellow). The (Fig. 6 right, lowest trace) that happened to be similar across data 380 matrices because of random correlations.
381
To summarize, MCCA is effective at extracting a weak target from within real 382 EEG noise. 
Real data.
384
Example 4 -EEG response to tones. In this example, contrary to the previous 385 one, the target is not known. However, since the data were collected in response 386 to multiple repeats and for multiple subjects, we can apply two different methods
387
(JD and MCCA) to isolate stimulus-evoked activity common to all subjects and 388 compare the results. JD finds a linear transform that optimizes signal to noise 389 ratio assuming that the signal repeats over trials. the subject-specific matrix derived from the MCCA analysis for the same subject.
398
Despite the different criteria used by the two analyses (consistency over trials for 399 JD, consistency between subjects for MCCA) the patterns are remarkably similar.
400
To summarize, it appears that MCCA can exploit between-subject consistency to 401 find a spatial filter that is as effective as that found by JD that exploits between-402 trial consistency. This is useful for data that do not involve repeated trials.
403
The subject-specific MCCA analysis matrices (V n ) transform each subject's 404 data (X n ) into CCs (Y n ) that are well correlated across subjects so that it makes in several ways: as a denoising tool applicable to an individual data matrix, as a tool for dimensionality reduction, as a tool to align data matrices within a com-496 mon space to allow comparisons, or as a tool to summarize data and reveal patterns 497 that are general across data matrices. As formulated here, MCCA is easy to under-498 stand, straightforward to apply, and computationally cheap. Care is nonetheless 499 required when applying it, in particular to avoid phenomena such as overfitting. and cross-subject statistics.
514
How does it work? The effect of the processing steps is schematized in Fig. 11 .
515
Multiple data matrices contain the same source component S, illustrated as a color 516 gradient, mixed here into two 2-dimensional data matrices (Fig. 11 a) . Each point 517 represents a sample in time (row of the data matrix) and the two axes represent 518 two channels (columns of the data matrix). The color could represent a hidden 519 sensory response that is similar across two subjects. The initial PCAs sphere each 
527
Relation with other formulations of CCA and MCCA As explained by Parra
528
(2018), the aim of MCCA is to find projection vectors v n applicable to X n that 529 maximize the ratio of between-set to within-set covariance:
with:
where R nn = t X n X n and R nn = t X n X n are covariance and cross-covariance 532 matrices of the data. The divisor 1 − N ensures that ρ scales between 0 and 1.
533
Setting to zero the derivative of ρ with respect to v n , the solution is obtained by 534 solving the equation
where λ = ρ/(N − 1) + 1. Now, first decompose D = UΛ this decomposition Eq. 6 can be rewritten as: 110 were selected before being projected back to obtain "denoised" data, yielding 629 the benefit shown in Fig. 9 . The CCs that were rejected absorbed some of the 630 subject-specific patterns of noise, improving the outcome.
631
It is often useful to reduce the dimensionality of the data for computational Multiway CCA is a powerful tool for analysis of multi-subject multivariate datasets.
702
It can be used both to design spatial filters to denoise data of each individual sub- 
